
 

OBJECT ID F2014.101

OBJECT NAME Photograph

OBJECT COLLECTION eek confectionary (is part of)

MEDIUM print

ACCESS POINTS cupid candies
ice cream
shop

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
This is a color photograph with two men in a restaurant setting. One man is sitting at one of two round white tables. He has combed back dark hair, a white
collared shirt with thin stripes and black slacks. He is reading a document of some sort and bringing a shot glass to his lips. Just slightly behind him is a waiter
with dark hair, a white collared shirt and white apron around his waist. He carries a round wooden tray with some sort of paper on it. There are clear ice
cream dishes n the tables, as well as a green tea pot. The tables are also accompanied by wooden chairs and one white metal framed chair. There is a
white counter top in the foreground that has candy containers on it of varying kinds, a vintage metal scale, vintage match dispenser and a decorated box of
some kind. The back counter has a shake mixer on it and a hot fudge melting pot (both may POSSIBLY be in collection. 1996.64.7 and 1996.64.6). to the
left there's a large wooden cabinet. Blinds are drawn along the window on the back wall. On the back is the "Kdak Royal Paper" logo printed in repetition
and written in blue pen it says ""#7" at the top left hand corner. Then at the upper center it says "Hellenic Museum& Cultural Center. ARtifact from Greek
owned confectionary stores in United states. hellenic cultural organization performers. #7 "

ORIGIN
Artifact from a Greek owned confectionary shop. Possibly Cupid Candies judging by the artifacts pictured in the background, but no donor file
accompanies the photograph.

CITATION
Photograph, eek confectionary, National Hellenic Museum, https://collections.nationalhellenicmuseum.org/Detail/objects/. Accessed 05/07/24.
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